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Abstract- Automatic detection of bots is critical to every 
internet user. This is due to the increasing advancement in 
knowledge and approaches by malicious bots to attack over 
the internet. With the increase in the three V’s of Big Data i.e. 
Volume, Velocity and Variety of data generated by user on 
internet or social networks, many new ways have been 
designed to collect and analyze the data. Many software are 
designed to perform automatic analyzing of data and 
provide the users with services of better quality. However, at 
the same time a lot of spiteful software have also been used 
to disperse or circulate false figures or statistics or 
information, which can lead to real-world ramifications. 
According to many surveys many small or big organizations 
are constantly under security threats, which not only costs 
millions or billions of dollars in damage and recovery, it 
often also severely affects their reputation. At present a 
large amount false information is being circulated online 
and on the social media causing real time consequences in 
many places. This paper will provide a definition of the bots 
and background information to determine why it is reliable 
to study the automatic bot detection approaches. It will 
further dwell on the methods used by different automatic 
detection systems to identify bots and segregate the good 
bots from the bad bots. 
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1.INTRODUCTION  
 
The increasing advancement in technology has led to risk 

factors while using the internet and other technology 

devices. This has led to the creation of internet bots, which 

are software that runs automatically in the internet. Bots 

can either be positive or negative, depending with the 

intentions of the programmers who create them[14]. 

Majority of the internet bots are harmful to the computers 

and other variable uses. Some internet bots are helpful, for 

instance the google bots that help in the indexing of 

searchers over the internet. Since it is hard for a new user 

to identify how a good bot and bad bot appear in the 

internet and their technological devices, this study will 

demonstrate the algorithms of automatic detection[17]. 

While identifying the risks of the bots might be easy, it is 

also reliable to identify the convenient approaches for a 

person to detect the presence of bots in their devices. 

Some of the common approaches to knowing the presence 

of the bots include static approaches on the web where 

requests are made by the bad bots, challenge-based 

approach to detect the bots and the human users through 

the challenges presented to them, and behavior 

approaches to detect the behavior of the users and 

compare to the bots[19]. The different methods might not 

all be effective as machine learning approaches have been 

introduced to automatically detect bots on the internet 

and technological devices. 

Since many people are continually channelling their 
businesses and activities to the online platforms, it is 
convenient to inform them of the presence and means of 
detecting the bots. Therefore, this essay will demonstrate 
the methodologies of analysing the presence of the bots 
while using the internet and technological devices.  

 

2. CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGIES 
 
Machine Learning[13] with network flow feature has also 
been used in detection of these bots, but flow based 
approach takes high computation overhead and do not 
completely capture the network pattern.  Machine Learning 
is the perfect technique to automatically capture the 
normal behavior. In this process a baseline is first 
established for normal behavior. Then, the decision engine 
finds any deviation from normal and alert it as threat. 
Feature extraction is an important step before training ML 
and most common features are flow based for example: 
source IP, destination IP, numbers of packets sent or 
received etc., but flow based approach do not capture the 
topological structure of the communicational graph 
whereas use of Graph based approaches are the best for 
representation of communication in a network. 

2.1. Bot 

An Internet bot, web robot or simply bot, is a software 

application that runs tasks that are automated such as 

'scripts' over the Internet. Typically, bots perform 

operations that are simple and repetitive. The most 

common use of bots is for 'web crawling', in which an 

automated script fetches, analyze and files information 

from web servers. According to surveys more than half of 

all web traffic is generated by bots. "While bots thrive for 

different sinister purposes, they exhibit a similar 

behavioral pattern when studied up-close"[1]. There are 

different kinds of bots present: Social bots, Instant 

Messaging (IM), Internet Relay Chat (IRC), Commercial 

bots, Malicious bots etc. 
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2.2. Botnet 

A botnet is a number of Internet-connected devices, each 

of which is running one or more bots and is controlled 

using command and control software. Malicious Botnets 

can be used to perform Distributed Denial-of-Service 

attacks (DDoS), steal data, send spam, and allows the 

attacker to access the device and its connection. 

2.3. Machine Learning 

Machine Learning (ML)[13] is the study of Computer 

algorithms improved automatically through learning and 

experience. These algorithms build a mathematical model 

based on sample data in order to make decisions. 

Machine learning approach is divided into three main 

categories: 

 Supervised Learning 

 Unsupervised Learning 

 Reinforcement learning 

2.4. Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction is a process of reducing the initial set of 

raw data by dimensionality reduction into more 

manageable group for processing. A large number of 

variables requiring a large amount of computing resources 

to process are characteristic of these large data sets. 

Feature extraction is the method that selects and 

combines these variables into features by effectively 

reducing the amount of data that must be processed, while 

still accurately and completely describing the original data 

set. It can also reduce the amount of redundant data for a 

given analysis. It is extremely useful when the number of 

resources for processing are needed to be reduced but 

without loosing relevant information. 

2.5. Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment analysis refers to the use of natural language 

processing, text analysis, computational linguistics, and 

bio-metrics to systematically identify, extract, quantify, 

and study effective states and subjective information. 

3. METHODS OF APPROACH 
 
The method of detecting these kind of software also 

consist of detecting similar patterns over different points 

of communication, network flow based approach, using 

sentiment analysis, classification on the basis of contrast 

patterns, using click-stream sequence and a graph based 

approach which estimates the degree of distribution.  

Widely used methods that can be used in detecting bots 

are usually Anomaly based. We can distinguish two main 

families of detection techniques in web bots:  

1.) Behavioral detection. 

2.) Fingerprinting-based detection. 

 

There are many different approaches to detect a bot, some 

of those methods consists: 

1.) Graph Based Approach 

2.) Sentiment Analysis 

3.) Clickstream Sequence 

4.) Network Flow Summaries 

5.) Contrast Pattern-Based Classification 

Automatic bot detection methods have been enhanced due 

to the increased knowledge and skills of developers who 

produce their bots and match them to look like good bots. 

Google bots are the most attacked and has exposed several 

users to security threats while using their internet of 

devices[23]. Therefore, the automatic detection methods 

to be discussed in this section will provide analysis of the 

different approaches to identify the good bots, bad bots, 

their differences, and to prevent the bad bots from 

establishing any form of threats on devices. 

3.1. Using Signals 

The use of signals occur through extracting hundreds of 

information from a single request followed by addition of 

supplementary information to understand the nature of 

the bots. While operating a computer, there are different 

signals that come from websites and in form of ads on the 

internet[25]. The signal information is collected to identify 

the proprietor of the information. Some of the data used in 

this process include the enrichment of the source API. This 

is due to the fact that advanced bots also use similar 

browsers to the attacked browsers. This simplifies the 

process, by detailing the nature of such bots, whether they 

are google bots, which are good bots, or they have hijacked 

an IP for the google bots to pose as good bots[25]. 

The data collected through the requests made from the 

internet are integrated to come up with the source and 

effects of the bots to the internet and device of an 

individual. This detection process is swift and uses the 

signals to communicate whether the proprietors have 

malicious intent, and the extent of damage it would do to a 

device and different pieces of information[25]. Upon 

detection, the supplementary information is used to 

prevent any further operation of the bots on the devices 

and the internet and from sending any further requests. 

The use of signals to detect bots is normally used by 

browsers to avoid any damages that might be done to 

their clients while operating on the internet. 
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3.2. Verified Bot Authentication 

The process of creating a bot requires authentication from 

google. There are a set of rules that must be followed to 

authenticate a single bot, which also limits the number of 

servers they can send their requests. Google bots meet the 

set criteria, however, the growing knowledge of the 

hackers have enabled them to use other methods to reach 

out to the consumers of internet services[24]. This is by 

attaching their bots to different IP addresses and 

replicating as google bots. A recent data indicated that 

more than 30% of the bots that claim to be google bots are 

actually not what they claim[24]. In this sense, it is hard to 

determine whether they have benefits or are mischievous. 

This presents the need of verified bot authentication. 

A verified bot authentication method identifies the 

verification requirements for every bot to determine 

whether google has verified them. The bots that are not 

verified by google are singled-out and users requested to 

block or avoid clicking at the websites. Different 

approaches used by the developers of these bots can be 

identified through the verification bot authentication 

which will enhance bot detection on the computer and 

smart devices[22]. This method is reliable for detection of 

the advanced bots that appear as good bots but have other 

malicious intent on the internet and devices of users. The 

verified bot authentication is offered by different 

companies that have the intentions of enhancing the 

online and device security of users to prevent any forms of 

bots appearing and maliciously causing harm to the 

information and devices used by different users[22]. 

3.3. Signature-Based Detection 

This detection approach is only application for the least 

advanced bots. It is because of the approaches that it uses 

to collect data regarding the bots and use them to 

establish a defense for the system. The approach 

establishes information that include the specific incoming 

patterns that are used by websites for chrome and the 

chrome headers. The patterns might entail the HTTP 

pattern, fingerprint, and mobile fingerprint which comes 

through SDK[16]. This approach uses this information by 

reliably identifying the lack of flow of signatures for the 

websites and links sent as requests to users, and identify 

whether they are good bots or bad bots. This approach has 

enhanced the security of several computer users by 

enabling them identify the patterns for future use against 

being exposed to threats by the malicious bots[20]. The 

google chrome have specific headers, which when not 

represented by the links sent as request, should be easily 

detected through this automatic detection approach. 

Nonetheless, it is hard to use this approach on more 

advanced bots. The hackers have devised approaches of 

forging the signatures, so that they are not detectable on 

the computers, neither can the users identify them 

easily[18]. This requires the more advanced approach of 

machine learning approach to automatic identification of 

bots. 

3.4. Machine Learning 

Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence that 

assist with analysis of data and automates model building 

without any significant human intervention. This was 

introduced to assist in the increase of both security and 

reliance to improve the data collection, analysis, and 

management without human intervention[15]. In bots 

detection, machine learning conducts variable tasks to 

detect bots. The first task is feature extraction by 

identifying the required features, and those where the 

bots should be identified. The information is translated 

into machine language, whereby they can consistently 

identify the patterns. This moves to the second step of 

stacked ensemble approach where massive data are 

segmented through predictions and features such as the 

headers, IP reputation, and mouse movements[21]. The 

analysis of the information will determine whether it is a 

human or bot and illustrate whether it is a good or bad bot 

to the system. The detection process is long, but it is 

shortened through the fast assembly and differentiation of 

data by prediction by the artificial intelligence. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Bots have become a normal occurrence while using the 
internet. It is only right to gain advantage of the methods 
of detection and prevention of impacts of the malicious 
bots. This paper discovers the different automated 
approaches to bots detection. The information 
accumulates to four major approaches that include using 
signals, verified bots authentication, signature based 
detection, and machine learning. The information in this 
paper is reliable to improving security and detection 
against the malicious bots. 
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